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EVERY 
SOLUTION.  
ONE 
SUPPLIER.
There are over 30,000 educational establishments in the 
UK ranging from small local authority maintained primary 
schools to universities with estates that are almost the  
size of a small village – the diversity of educational  
facilities, their challenges and development needs,  
continues to evolve. 

We pride ourselves on offering a truly comprehensive 
product portfolio with leading edge products specifically 
designed to cater for each area of a project. 

From entrance to exit, whether new build or refurbishment, 
our integrated flooring portfolio can help you choose the 
right flooring solutions for your project. 

This publication aims to translate that guidance into  
practical flooring covering solutions for tertiary  
education establishments.
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ENTRANCES
• Reduces slip at entrances 
• Protect interior floor finishes

Coral Entrance systems 
Nuway Entrance systems

CANTEEN/RESTAURANT
•  Safety floor for any splashes and spills
• Ease of cleaning

Eternal general purpose vinyl 
Marmoleum Modular linoleum 
Allura luxury vinyl tiles
Flotex flocked flooring
Step safety flooring

CIRCULATION  
AREAS & CORRIDORS
• Durability
•  Quick to install and  

minimum downtime*
• Easy to clean

Modul’up adhesive free vinyl* 
Marmoleum linoleum 
Sarlon acoustic vinyl 
Sphera homogeneous vinyl
Eternal general purpose vinyl 
Tessera carpet tiles

GYM
• Durability for heavy equipment
• Easy to clean 
• Inspiring designs

Flotex flocked flooring
Eternal general purpose vinyl
Tessera carpet tiles

DRINKS POINT
• Reduce risk of slip
• For spills and splashes 

Allura luxury vinyl tiles
Step safety flooring

OFFICE/STAFF/ 
MEETING ROOMS
•  Modular format for quick 

installation and ease of repair 

Flotex tiles/planks
Tessera carpet tiles
Allura Flex luxury vinyl tiles

COMMUNAL AREAS
• Durability
•  Quick to install and  

minimum downtime*
• Highlight areas and designs
•  Good acoustics
• Easy to clean

Flotex flocked flooring
Eternal de Luxe  
general purpose vinyl
Marmoleum linoleum
Tessera carpet tiles 
Modul’up adhesive free vinyl*

CLASSROOMS/ 
LECTURE THEATRES
• Enhanced acoustic properties 
• Inspiring colourways
• Modular format for ease of repair 

Sarlon acoustic vinyl
Tessera carpet tiles
Flotex flocked flooring
Marmoleum linoleum
Modul’up adhesive free vinyl

FLOORING REQUIREMENTS FOR  
TERTIARY EDUCATION ESTABLISHMENTS

SPECIALIST AREAS
•  Static dissipative and electro 

conductive flooring
•  Easy to clean
•  Reduce risk of slip

Colorex SD/EC
Sphera homogeneous vinyl 
Step safety flooring
Marmoleum Ohmex linoleum

Page 28

Page 30

Page 22

Page 26

Page 12

Page 10

LIBRARY/  
FUNCTION ROOMS
• Good acoustics 
• Calming colours 
• Highlight areas and designs

Tessera carpet tiles
Flotex flocked flooring
Marmoleum Decibel linoleum
Eternal de Luxe Decibel 
general purpose vinyl
Sarlon acoustic vinyl

Page 20

TOILETS,  
KITCHENS/LAUNDRY   
& CHANGING ROOMS
•  Safety flooring for washrooms 
• Reduce risk of slip

Surestep safety flooring
Surestep Laguna safety flooring
Surestep Star barefoot 
Safestep Aqua safety flooring
Onyx + wetroom wall covering

Page 24

Page 18

Page 16

Page 14
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EVERY SOLUTION. ONE SUPPLIER.
See how Forbo has a product suitable for every environment within a college or university building.

Areas Products Nuway entrance 
systems

Coral entrance 
systems

Sarlon 
acoustic

Tessera  
carpet tiles

Entrances 3 3

Circulation Areas  
& Corridors 3 3

Communal Areas 3

Classrooms/ 
Lecture Theatres 3 3

Offices/Staff/ 
Meeting rooms 3

Libraries/ 
Function rooms 3 3

Canteen/Restaurants

Toilets, Kitchens,  
Laundry &  
Changing rooms

Drinks point

Gyms 3

Furniture & Walls

Student  
Accommodation 3 3

Flotex 
flocked 
flooring

Marmoleum 
linoleum

Modul’up  
adhesive free 
vinyl

Sphera 
homogeneous 

Eternal  
GPV

Allura  
LVT

Surestep 
safety 
flooring

Safestep 
safety 
flooring

Onyx+ 
wetroom  
wall covering

Colorex  
SD/EC

3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3

3 3* 3*

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3 3

3 3 3

3**

3 3 3 3

* In decibel construction  ** Off-the floor products 



Peninsula Building Modul’up Compact 43C30001 | dove

CASE STUDY
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FAST FIT BY FORBO –  
GENUINE LOOSE LAY PRODUCTS 

Our range of Fast Fit products covers a broad range 
of applications and are available in tile, plank or sheet 
format. They provide excellent solutions for the education 
environment thanks to: 

•  The speed of installation can reduce downtime by over 
50% which is crucial for time restrictive periods such as 
summer breaks and festive holidays

•  Floors can be used straight after installation so there’s 
no need to wait 48 hours after installation before using 
heavy traffic 

•  If the existing sub floor is suitable, the installation of  
Fast Fit products can be quiet reducing disruption  
to students 

•  As no adhesives or sub floor preparation is needed,  
in most cases, the cleaning requirements are reduced 

•  None of the constraints associated with adhesives  
such as drying time and lingering odours improving  
well-being for students, staff and visitors

Colorex plus

Modul’up

Entrance matting

Adhesive free vinyl

LVT planks/tiles

LVT tiles

allura Puzzle

Coral Click

THE FAST FIT RANGE

Homogeneous flooring

Shaun Bradbury, Managing Director at Wrennalls group, said: 

“My role in the project was to source an alternative 
floor covering that could be easily and quickly applied, 
with minimal fuss, mess and disruption to daily 
operations, as the building is in-use 24 hours a day.”

“I recommended Forbo’s Modul’up, which is an 
adhesive-free sheet vinyl and part of Forbo’s Fast 
Fit collection, as it could be installed while the 
premises were still in use and is the ideal solution for 
environments where prolonged downtime is not an 
option. Unlike the installation of traditional vinyl, 
there is no setting time or drying time involved so the 
floor was ready for use as soon as it was installed. We 
came in on a Saturday morning, completed the fitting 
over the weekend, and the floor was ready to walk on 
by 8am on the Monday, in time for the working week.”

Peninsula Building

Products: Modul’up compact  
4330001 | dove 

Offering the unique ability to reduce downtime while 
providing cost and time savings, Forbo Flooring Systems’ 
innovative adhesive-free sheet vinyl collection, Modul’up, 
was chosen for the refurbishment of a busy high-rise 
office building in Manchester.

Available in Compact, Decibel and T.E. constructions.

Reduce 
installation 

times by over 

50%

Save over 

20%
when using 
Modul’up*

*Cost and time savings are compared to 
the use of standard, glued down products.

*
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ENTRANCES
As the ‘Golden Age’ of university expansion is coming to an end, it’s more 
important than ever to ensure the longevity of a university interior. To do 
this, it’s important to keep the world outside, outside. By keeping out dirt 
and moisture at the entrance, cleaning costs can be cut by up to 65% 
interior floors protected and the potential for slipping greatly reduced. •  Coral has been the market leading, textile 

entrance flooring brand for 50 years

•  Offers more choice than ever before with 
attractive and sustainable clean-off systems 

•  Available in styles and constructions to 
suit all applications, budgets and aesthetic 
requirements.

•  Coral entrance floors can prolong the life of 
your floor as well as greatly reduce cleaning 
costs and the risk of slipping.

For more product information and to see  
the full colour range in Coral, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/coral

6 metres of Coral  
can stop up to 95%  
of dirt and moisture  
entering a building

95%

•  The recognised market leader in engineered 
entrance flooring systems, Nuway entrance 
systems provide an outstanding first line of 
defence against soil and moisture entering 
a building 

•  Wide range of made-to-order rigid single 
and double sided made-to-order mats

•  Helps to keep interior floor coverings dryer 
and cleaner whilst also preventing slips

•  By keeping dirt and moisture at the 
entrance, cleaning costs can be cut by  
up to 65% 

•  Perfect solution for high footfall areas, 
particularly university entrances

For more product information and to  
see the full Nuway range please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/nuway

 

– textile clean-off entrance systems

– rigid entrance systems

Nuway in Wellington Academy, Wiltshire Coral Welcome 3207 | blue velvet

Coral Classic 4701 | anthracite

Available in
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CIRCULATION AREAS & CORRIDORS 
Corridors are an integral part of a university building. They 
require sound reducing floor coverings, with good durability 
and slip resistance. 

•  Part of the FastFit collection, Modul’up is 
completely adhesive-free which reduces 
installation time and down-time significantly 

•  Perfect for University renovations, particularly 
in areas where continuous access is required 

•  Can be fitted over asbestos floors avoiding 
the need for expensive and time consuming 
removal of existing floor 

•  Free from lingering VOC emissions and 
adhesive odours 

•  Available in Compact, Decibel and  
T.E. constructions

– adhesive free vinyl

Modul’up 43C30761 | concrete steel

– linoleum sheet

is approved  
by Allergy UK

For more product information and to 
see the full Modul’up range or FastFit 
collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/modulup 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/fastfit

Ranges also suitable for circulation  
areas and corridors are:

homogeneous vinyl (see page 29)

general purpose vinyl (see page 22)

carpet tiles (see pages 18 and 20)

– acoustic vinyl sheet
•  Forbo Flooring has over 30 years experience and 

industry knowledge in this specialist field and has 
produced over 100 million m2 of acoustic floor 
coverings. Sarlon is phthalate free and offers a wide 
range of colours and designs, ideal for universities. 

For more product information and to view the  
entire Sarlon collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/sarlon

Sarlon Concrete 432734 | umber

Marmoleum Concrete 3703 | comet

•  Holds the Allergy UK Seal of Approval™ 

•  Environmentally friendly: up to 98% natural  
raw materials, 72% renewable content,  
43% recycled content 

•  Available in over 300 colours 

•  All Marmoleum floors have a Topshield2 finish 
meaning they are scratch and scuff resistant 

•  Easy to maintain product with long lasting 
appearance retention 

For more product information and to view  
the entire Marmoleum collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/marmoleum

* Marmoleum is CO2 neutral for the cradle to gate life  
cycle stages of the product.

Reduce 
installation 

times by over 

50%

Save over 

20%
when using 
Modul’up*

*Cost and time savings are compared to 
the use of standard, glued down products.

*
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COMMUNAL AREAS
Communal areas within a university must provide a comfortable 
and inviting atmosphere for your students, staff and visitors. The 
floor coverings in these areas need to have excellent durability, 
be easy to clean and have unique design capabilities. 

– flocked flooring

Flotex Metro p946032 | petrol + p946019 | citrus + p946005 | nimbus

suitable for use in 
educational 

establishments

•  Available in sheet, tile and plank format,  
allowing you to mix and match designs

• Decibel and Acoustic versions available 

•  Have a Topshield2 finish meaning they are  
scratch and scuff resistant, prolonging the  
life of your floor 

•  Obtains A+ for Education buildings  
by BREEAM

•  Available in over 300 colours to help provide  
an inviting atmosphere 

For more product information and to view the 
entire Marmoleum collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/marmoleum

– linoleum sheet/tile

A+ for  
Education

Marmoleum modular at Caledonian University

•  Exclusive floor designs that help to create an 
inviting & comfortable atmosphere for your 
students, staff and visitors

•  A PUR pearl finish that is proven to be stain 
and chemical resistant, scratch resistant and 
offers superior appearance retention whilst 
providing a realist matt finish

•  Unique in-register embossed wood designs, 
visible in both the length and width of the 
individual planks 

•  State-of-the-art stone designs available for  
a luxurious modern look for your university

•  Available in Eternal de Luxe decibel 
construction which has the benefit of 17 dB 
impact sound reduction 

More more product information and to see 
the full Eternal de Luxe collection, please visit 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/eternaldeluxe

– general purpose vinyl

Eternal de Luxe 2841 compact | 3051 decibel | dark wild oak

™

•  Perfect solution for a communal area of a university 
as it provides the comfort of a carpet but also the 
durability of a resilient floor covering allowing it to 
handle high foot traffic 

•  Available in sheet, tile and plank format to allow 
inspiring designs to be created for students, staff  
and visitors 

• Holds the Allergy UK Seal of Approval™

For more product information and to view the  
entire Flotex collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk

Ranges also suitable for 
communal areas are:

carpet tiles (see page 18)

adhesive free (see page 12)



Acoustic

offers impact sound 
reduction from 

15dB – 19dB
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CLASSROOMS/LECTURE THEATRES
Students should feel safe, comfortable and inspired in the 
classrooms and lecture theatres in which they learn. Forbo can 
offer a range of solutions which fulfil all of these requirements

•  Excellent all-round performer ideal for classrooms 
where noise pollution can be an issue

•  Impact sound reduction of 15-19 dB 

•  Available in an extensive range of colours  
and designs

For more product information and to view  
the entire Sarlon collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/sarlon

– acoustic vinyl sheet

•  Tessera’s tile format is ideal for classrooms 
and lecture theatres as the tiles can be 
easily maintained and replaced if damaged 

•  Impact sound reduction properties of up 
to 30 dB allowing maximum concentration 
from the students within the classroom or 
lecture theatre 

•  Vast selection of colours and designs 
available to create an inspiring environment

For more information and to view the  
entire Tessera collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/tessera

– carpet tiles

•  Perfect solution for classrooms and lecture 
theatres where foot traffic and movement  
of chairs requires a durable floor covering

•  Provides the comfort and warmth of a 
carpet with increased durability thanks to 
the flocked design

• Holds the Allergy UK Seal of Approval™

•  Available in a wide range of colours and 
stimulating designs

•  Offered in a sheet, tile or plank format

For more product information and to view 
the entire Flotex collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/flotex

– flocked flooring

Flotex Colour Canyon t590010 | ash

Ranges also suitable for  
classrooms/lecture theatres are: 

(see page 15)

adhesive free (see page 12)

Sarlon Resin 432771 | silver Tessera Barcode 304 | main line + 315 | branch line

™
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OFFICE/STAFF/ 
MEETING ROOMS
Office and meeting rooms should provide a comfortable yet 
inspiring place in which staff, visitors and students can express 
themselves and share thoughts and ideas with each other. 
Therefore, comfort and aesthetic capabilities are important to 
consider when creating an office/meeting room environment.

•  Flotex offers excellent impact sound reduction  
properties to keep noise pollution at a minimum 

•  Available in a wide range of colours and inspiring  
designs for your staff, students and visitors

• Awarded the Allergy UK Seal of Approval™ 

• Offered in a sheet, tile and plank format

For more product information and to view the entire Flotex 
collection, please visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/flotex 

– flocked flooring

Flotex 

•  Available in plank and tile formats for 
creative floor plans 

•  Easily combined with Allura Flex vinyl tiles 
using the same adhesive, without the need 
for transition strips, additional profiles, or 
inconvenient build-up of the subfloor. This 
makes it ideal to use at tea points or areas 
with wheeled traffic 

For more information, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/tessera

– carpet tiles

Flotex has a positive impact on 
the lives of allergy sufferers as 
daily vacuuming removes twice 
as many allergens compared to 
conventional carpets. That is why 
Flotex carries Allergy UK‘s Seal  
of Approval™.

™

carpet tiles available in

3 shapes

10
0c

m
 x

 2
5c

m

10
0c

m
 x

 2
0c

m

50cm  
x 50cm

Tessera In-touch 3307 | crochet + 3306 | macrame

Ranges also suitable for Libraries/
function rooms are:

luxury vinyl tile (see page 26)



Ranges also suitable for Libraries/function rooms are:

general purpose vinyl (see page 15)
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LIBRARIES/FUNCTION ROOMS

Acoustic properties and flooring design are vital for libraries and 
function rooms where students’ attention and concentration 
are key. Forbo can offer the solution to keep noise pollution to a 
minimum and offer design schemes that can aid students’ learning. •  Excellent all-round performer enabling 

specifiers to achieve impact sound 
reduction of 15 dB to 19 dB ideal for 
learning spaces such as libraries and  
lecture theatres where noise pollution  
can pose an issue

•  Reinforced PUR protective finish, 
Sarlon requires minimum cleaning and 
maintenance

•  Available in an extensive range of colours 
and designs

For more product information and to view  
the entire Sarlon collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/sarlon

•  Excellent acoustic impact sound reduction 
properties of 22 dB and ideal for libraries 
and function rooms where minimal 
acoustics are key

•  Practical, unique flocked floor covering 
offers the durability of a resilient floor but 
warmth and comfort of a carpet 

•  Slip resistant properties and holds the 
Allergy UK Seal of Approval™ 

For more product information and to see 
the full Flotex range please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/flotex

– flocked flooring

– acoustic vinyl sheet

Sarlon Topography 433910  

™

Tessera Arran 1518 | foggy day + 1519 | stone wall

Flotex Planks Concrete 139001 | cloud  
+ 139002 | thunder + 139003 | smoke 

•  Great impact sound reduction properties 
of up to 30 dB allowing maximum 
concentration from the students within  
the library 

•  Available in a SOFTbac construction which 
improves acoustic performance as well as 
thermal properties

– carpet tiles

tiles are available 
with SOFTbac backing for better  

underfoot comfort and improved  
acoustic and thermal performance

•   Available in a wide range of designs and 
colours, allowing you to create inspiring and 
motivational environments

For more product information and to view  
the entire Tessera collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/tessera

tessera®
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CANTEEN/RESTAURANT 
The E&SFA guidelines state that canteens and restaurants should 
contain durable, hygienic and easily cleanable materials. Forbo 
understands that the products used in dining areas should have:

•  Good slip resistance to avoid slips and trips

•  Durability to cope with the hundreds of students,  
staff and visitors 

•  Excellent acoustic properties to reduce and  
contain the noise where possible

•  Flooring that cleans up as good as new and is hygienic

•  Sustainable design tiles made of 88% natural raw 
materials that are hard-wearing and well-proven in 
over 150 years of innovation

•  Over 50 colours and 3 different tile and plank sizes 

•  Individual and sustainable flooring designs can  
be created 

For more product information and to view the entire 
Marmoleum Modular collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/marmoleummodular

– linoleum tiles

– general purpose vinyl sheet

Marmoleum Modular Lines t3573 | trace of nature 
+ t5231 | Cliffs of Moher + t5232 | rocky ice

Eternal Material 10042 | graphite stucco 

Tile sizes

50 x 50 cm

50 x 25 cm

100 x 25 cm

Ranges also suitable for  
canteens and restaurants are:

luxury vinyl tiles (see page 26)

flocked flooring (see page 14)

safety flooring (see page 24)

•  A general purpose vinyl perfect for dining room/
cafeteria where a hard wearing solution is key 

•  Hard-wearing and able to withstand heavy footfall 

•  Available in realistic wood effects, stone and abstract 
designs, a broad palette of colours and some digitally 
printed visuals which are designed to inspire 

For more product information and to view the  
entire Eternal collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/eternal
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Areas where frequent spills of liquids and debris should be using a tested 
safety floor. Our safety vinyl collection achieves the safety standards 
whether the area is a toilet, kitchen/laundry or changing rooms.

– safety vinyl sheet

TOILETS, KITCHENS/LAUNDRY 
& CHANGING ROOMS

– safety vinyl sheet

Changing rooms

Kitchens/Laundry

•  Safestep R11 and R12 are perfect for areas 
with increased slip risk due to continuous 
contamination

•  Safestep R11 offers a wet pendulum test 
value of ≥40

•  Safestep R12 offers a wet pendulum test 
value of ≥50

• Available in a palette of 9 colours

For more information and to view the  
entire Step collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/step

Safestep R11 174992 | charcoal 

•  Perfect for use in showers, swimming pool 
areas etc 

•  Modern, organic design with new and 
unique embossing shape

• Designed for barefoot (and soft sole shoes)

•  Ideal for wetroom areas such as 
changing rooms mainly with barefoot in 
combination with footwear. 

•  Surestep Laguna and Surestep Star 
Barefoot combine barefoot and footwear 
slip resistance 

•  Laguna is suitable for use in transition 
areas such as changing rooms and 
circulation areas

Toilets

Surestep Laguna 181912 | flamingo + 181802 | lemon + 181982 | aquamarine

•  Collection provides a complete range of 
products designed to meet safety demands 
across a wide range of applications,  
including toilets

•  Guaranteed slip resistant performance 
throughout the life of the product

•  Available in on-trend colours and designs; 
and now featuring a new digitally printed 
design offer 

Surestep Laguna 181202 | oyster 

•  Many colours available across a variety of slip 
resistances, all at 2.00mm gauge, to allow 
integrated flooring schemes

•  Step Original offers wet Pendulum 
test values of ≥36

For more product information and to view  
the entire Step collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/step

LIFeTIMe

guarantees  
lifetime slip resistance 

performance

≥ 36

Wet Pendulum

≥ 36

Wet Pendulum

≥ 40

Wet Pendulum

≥ 50

Wet Pendulum
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DRINKS POINT
Drinks points are a common feature of a university and are usually 
in a communal area. Therefore, the flooring requirements must 
complement the aesthetic of the communal area whilst also 
providing the benefit of low slip risk and cleanibility of spillages.

•  Proven wear layer for reduced cleaning 
and maintenance 

•  Superior dimensional stability for ease of 
fitting and improved durability 

•  In-register embossing to increase the 
natural look of the wood designs with 
matt finish for increased realism 

•  Easily combined with Tessera carpet 
tiles using the same adhesive, without 
the need for transition strips, additional 
profiles, or inconvenient build-up of the 
subfloor

•  Allura is BREEAM A+ rating in Education 

•  Ideal for use at drinks points or areas with 
wheeled traffic

For more product information and to  
view the entire Allura range, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/allura

– safety vinyl sheet

safety vinyl achieves

≥ 36

•  Offers pendulum test safety properties, 
perfect for areas where chemical spills  
or debris could be common 

•  Step range meets all HSE and European 
safety norms and delivers safety with 
minimal compromise in terms of  
cleaning and maintenance due to the  
PUR Pearl finish 

For more product information or to view  
the entire Step collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/step

– luxury vinyl tiles

Allura Wood w60357 | grey autumn oak + w60389 | charcoal solid oak

Surestep Original 172522 | corn  
+ 172802 | seaweed + 172982 | yellow green

– general purpose vinyl sheet

•  A PUR pearl lacquering ensures the 
highest level of scuff resistance and easy 
cleanability for areas of common spills

•  A wide range of designs to mix and match 
with current popular interior finishes

•  Digital printing capabilities to create truly 
standout areas or keep within a bespoke 
design theme

For more product information and to view  
the entire Eternal collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/eternal

Eternal Wood 10982 | original patchwood

A+ for  
Education



Ranges also suitable for specialist areas are: 

static dissipative

•  Colorex EC is ideal for laboratories, IT-rooms 
and ISO standard cleanrooms

•  Satisfies the strictest requirements for particle 
release behaviour, helping to reduce any  
threat of contamination 

•  Available in 21 colours

For more product information and to view  
the entire Colorex collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/colorex

Colorex SD 150204 | montblanc
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SPECIALIST AREAS

•  Perfect for specialist areas due to its SMART-
top surface finish ensuring Sphera has a high 
resistance to chemicals, scratches and stains. 

•  Unique embossing process following lacquer 
application delivers durable performance 

•  A harmonious and balanced palette of 138 
colours that coordinates well with Forbo’s 
extended portfolio of vinyl, Marmoleum and 
textile floor coverings 

For more product information and to view  
the entire Sphera collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/sphera

Sphera Energetic 51200 | vivid snow 

Surestep Original 171332 | violet  
+ 171082 | snow + 172422 | purple

– homogeneous project vinyl

– static control flooring

– safety vinyl sheet

•  Offers 36 ≥ pendulum test safety properties, 
perfect for areas where chemical spills or 
debris could be common 

•  Step range meets all HSE and European 
safety norms and delivers safety with minimal 
compromise in terms of cleaning and  
maintenance due to the PUR Pearl finish 

For more product information or to view  
the entire Step collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/step

Surestep installed in the physiotherapy centre  
in the University of Winchester (see page 37).

Not only do specialist areas need a floor covering that is easy 
to clean for reduced slip risk, but they must also provide 
static dissipative and electro conductive properties. 

Available in



GYMS
Gyms require durable floor coverings to withstand heavy 
equipment and heavy footfall. A gym’s floor covering must 
also provide easy cleanability and inspiring designs to 
motivate the members of the facility.

•  The perfect solution for gyms as it provides 
the comfort and warmth of a carpet but 
the durability properties of a resilient floor 
covering thanks to the flocked the design 

•  Excellent ability to withstand heavy 
machinery and equipment 

– flocked flooring

Flotex Colour Canyon 545022 | limestone  
+ 545024 | cloud + 545028 | sapphire 
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– general purpose vinyl sheet

•  The 50cm x 50cm modular format is perfect 
for gym environments where potential 
damage can be made to the floor covering

• The tiles can be replaced if damaged

•  Vase selection of colours, designs and 
constructions to create a motivational and 
inspiring environment 

For more product information and to view 
the entire Tessera collection, please visit 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/tessera 

– carpet tiles

•  Excellent ability to withstand heavy  
footfall due to the construction 

•  Available in realistic wood effects, stone  
and abstract designs 

•  Available in bespoke digital print format 
for you to truly create a unique and 
personalised environment for your  
facility members

For more product information and to view 
the entire Eternal collection, please visit 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/eternal  

•  Available in a wide range of designs and 
colours to create a truly motivating and 
stimulating environment for the members 

• Available in sheet, tile or plank format 

For more product information and to view  
the entire Flotex collection, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/flotex

Eternal Colour 41252 | mercury contrast  

Tessera Alignment 218 | luminosity

A recent study performed by Cleaning 
Research international compared the 
cleanability of a flocked pile floor covering 
against a loop pile and cut pile carpet 
sample. The results demonstrate the 
cleanability of the flocked floor covering 
which had the least amount of soil 
remaining after each cycle, with a  
77.7% mean of soil removed after the  
use of a contra-rotating brush cleaner. 

For more information on the Proven 
Cleanability Benefits of Flocked  
Floor Coverings, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/blog

Flotex Vision Image 0000434 energy installed at Roman  House (see page 35)
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Novilon Viva Fusion 5966 | juprana

FURNITURE & WALLS
Furniture and walls are vital areas of universities which require 
stimulating and attractive design with long-lasting durability. 
Forbo’s ‘off the floor’ products can provide the perfect solution, from 
informing students’, staff and visitors’ about campus activities and 
extra-curriculum classes or creating a welcoming classroom interior 
with Furniture Linoleum desktop linoleum.

•  Offers the finishing touch for all furniture 
such as desks, stools, cabinets, doors and 
displays. Perfect for elegant and durable 
desks and stools/chairs

•  A satin matt surface with a warm, fine 
texture creating a truly distinctive, 
genuinely individual look and feel 

•  Available in 21 colours 

•  Offers a practical, simple solution to display 
pupil’s work, daily/weekly school updates 
and extra curriculum information

 •  Tactile and colourful, available in 15  
vibrant and muted colours

•  All natural material with self-healing 
properties

– pinboard linoleum

– desktop linoleum

Furniture linoleum  
doesn’t show  
finger marks

•  Of all the electricity we buy to make Bulletin 
Board and Furniture Linoleum, 100% comes 
from renewable sources. This means our 
linoleum production sites are part of an 
effective environmental management  
system to achieve ISO 14001 certification

For more product information or to view  
the entire Bulletin Board range, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/bulletinboard

•  All products in the Marmoleum range  
are 100% biodegradable

For more product information or to view 
the entire Furniture Linoleum range, 
please visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/
furniturelinoleum

Bulletin Board 2208 | mushroom medley Furniture Linoleum 4155 | pewter 
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STUDENT ACCOMMODATION CASE STUDY – ROMAN HOUSE

Roman House

Products: Allura Flex, Flotex Vision, 
Tessera Diffusion & Novilon Nova

Forbo Flooring Systems’ impressive digital 
printing capabilities gave Gilltown the scope 
to have some real fun with the interior design 
of new student accommodation in Newcastle, 
resulting in a scheme like no other – all while 
providing the performance properties required 
for a heavily used building.

PERFECT WITH

Student accommodation needs to create the ‘home away from 
home’ and both students and parents have high expectations. 
Students, particularly those from overseas want ‘comfort 
rather than quirky’ so universities need to invest in floor 
coverings that are functional, comfortable, easy to maintain 
and robust. Cheaper floor coverings often can’t stand up to the 
thrashings that students give them. 

Other ranges that are perfect for 
Student Accommodation projects:

entrance systems (see page 10)

luxury vinyl tiles (see page 26)

flocked flooring (see page 14)

linoleum tiles and planks  
(see page 15)

•  Collection of beautiful and inspiring sheet 
floor coverings designed to complement 
every type of interior

• Extrememly durable and scratch-resistant 

• Improved slip resistance with Aqua Grip 

•  Easy cleaning and helps to prevent dirt  
and scuff marks

For more product information and to view  
the entire Novilon range, please visit  
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/novilon

– sheet vinyl

cushioned vinyl  
available in  

2, 3 & 4m widths  
for seam  

free installations
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OUR FLOOR COVERINGS IN USE

Strathclyde University 
– Andersonian Library 
Products: Flotex planks

The robust qualities and unique geometrical 
design of Forbo Flooring Systems’ Flotex Triad 
planks has helped to refresh the entrance level 
of this busy university library in Glasgow.

Glasgow Caledonian 
University
Products: Marmoleum Real, 
Marmoleum Modular  
& Allura Flex Wood

Using Forbo Flooring Systems’ Marmoleum 
Modular in contrasting colours and designs, 
a unique yet functional flooring design has 
been created.

PERFECT WITH
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University of Winchester 
– Physiotherapy Centre 

Products: Surestep Original

Combining exceptional slip resistance with 
contemporary aesthetics, Forbo Flooring 
Systems’ Step safety vinyl collection has 
helped to define and enhance the practical 
teaching space within the new state-of-the-
art Physiotherapy Centre at the University of 
Winchester.

Coenecoop College
Products:  Marmoleum Solid

Coenecoop College has moved to a part 
of the monumental town hall of the 
municipality of Boskoop, The Netherlands. 
Beautiful open spaces have been created 
that fit in with modern new learning. The 
architect wanted a fresh, open, colourful, 
green and sustainable space. He achieved 
this with Forbo’s Marmoleum Solid collection 
by combining the bright colourways with 
the neutral concrete colour tones available.

iQ Student Accommodation
Products:  Flotex Planks &  
Tessera Layout & Outline

With the standard repetitive fixtures and 
fittings no longer ticking the box for student 
accommodation design, Maxwell Green Design 
Ltd enlisted the help of Forbo Flooring Systems 
Tessera Layout carpet tiles and Flotex 
planks to breathe a new lease of life into the 
communal areas of iQ Student Accommodation’s 
new property in Hammersmith, London.

PERFECT WITH
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THE  
NEXT STEPS

SAMPLES
Forbo offer a quick and free sample 
service to help you in your decision 
process.

Call 0800 731 2369 or email 
samples.uk@forbo.com

ANY QUESTIONS?
For more information on all our 
integrated flooring solutions, please visit 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/products

BIM
For new education build projects, 
did you know that Forbo offers fully 
rendered BIM objects?

Simply visit Bimstore, NBL or BimObject 
to download our objects for free.

Order 
samples

WWW. 
FORBO-FLOORING 

.CO.UK

At Forbo Flooring, we have a range of services that can 
help you in your journey to selecting the right flooring 
for the right area in your education establishment. From 
a free sample service, to dedicated sales staff who know 
our education flooring portfolio inside out, let us help 
you take the next steps.

FURTHER INFORMATION

It’s about the things you can’t see
A Forbo floor is always beautiful and stylish to look at. A floor that’s 
comfortable to live, work and play on. But looks aren’t everything;  
often, it’s the things you can’t see that really matter.

From how it’s made, our footprint…
From how we run our factories to how we choose our ingredients, the 
way we make our floors is a big part of how we meet our mission to 
create better environments.

…To how it performs, your footsteps…
We include the whole life of a floor when we think about its 
sustainability performance. Which means we make sure our floors 
start performing from the moment they’re fitted. For more details, 
please visit our web site www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/cbe

Green information
We provide environmental data sheets for our products which 
are available online. Please visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/
cbedownloads to download the data sheets.

We also provide high quality electronic information such as BIM 
models with all the relevant and up-to-date information included.  
Visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/BIM to find out more.

Social accountability
As well as reducing our impact on the planet, we’re also working on 
caring for the people that touch our business, from employees to 
suppliers. That’s why all our UK manufacturing facilities and most of our 
sites in Europe are certified to OHSaS 18001 – Occupational Health 
and Safety and Sa8000®. The SA8000 Standard, established  
by SAI and one of the world’s pre-eminent social standards,  
is a tool for implementing international labour standards  
to protect workers along each step of the supply chain.

We use several transparent independent third party 
certification systems for our flooring products. We’re 
also keen to include our products in the building rating 
systems for a sustainable environment.

It’s good for Forbo because it helps us share our sustainability story 
and spot opportunities to improve. 

And it’s good for you because it shows that other environmental 
experts agree that our floors are among the most sustainable and high 
performance available.

Creating Better Environments

From how they’re made to how they perform, we 
make outstanding floors that are truly sustainable. 
That’s because our floors are good for people, 
good for buildings and good for the environment. 
So, from the building they’re in to the world 
outside, we’re helping our customers work, live 
and relax in better environments.

The Nordic Swan, Blue Angel, BREEAM and Natureplus are just a 
few of the sustainable product labels that Forbo complies to. Just visit 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/cbe to find out more.

BREEAM
[Building Research Establishment  
Environmental Assessment Methodology] 

BREEAM is the world’s most well-known environmental assessment  
for buildings. For a full list of all our BREEAM certified products,  
please visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/cbedownloads

SKA
Ska rating is an environmental assessment method, benchmark  
and standard owned by RICS (Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors). 
It’s for use in non-domestic fit outs and is mainly used in the office, 
retail and higher education sectors.

For a full list of our products which meet Ska rating criteria please  
visit www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/ska

Forbo’s commitment to SA8000  
the ethical labour standard
Social Accountability 8000 (SA8000) is the international labour 
and human rights standard which is designed to support 
businesses achieve compliance to the Modern Slavery Act 2015, 
an act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom. It is designed 
to tackle slavery in the UK and consolidates previous offences 
relating to trafficking and slavery.

SA8000 requirements apply universally regardless of a 
company’s size, its geographic location or industry sector. It is 
the first auditable standard, suitable for organisations of all sizes 
anywhere in the world, and provides a framework for assuring 
all the company’s stakeholders that social accountability is 
being stewarded by the company management.

Summary
Forbo recognises that the SA8000 Standard leverages the 
power of both businesses and consumers to purchase 
products made from workplaces that enrich, not denigrate, 
the livelihoods of people.
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Registered office: 
Forbo Flooring UK Limited
High Holborn Road
Ripley
Derbyshire DE5 3NT
Registered in England 9200318

Forbo Flooring Systems is part of the Forbo Group, 
a global leader in flooring and movement systems, 
and offers a full range of flooring products for 
commercial and affordable housing and new build 
markets. High quality linoleum, vinyl, textile, flocked 
and entrance flooring products combine functionality, 
colour and design, offering total flooring solutions 
for any environment.

Ireland 
Forbo Ireland Ltd 
2 Deansgrange Business Park  
Blackrock  
Co Dublin

Tel: 00353 1 2898 898  
Fax: 00353 1 2898 177
info.ireland@forbo.com 
www.forbo-flooring.ie

Nuway enquiries: 
Tel: 01773 740 688  
Fax: 01773 740 640
efs.flooring.uk@forbo.com

Residential enquiries: 
Tel: 0800 0935 846  
Fax: 01592 643 999
krcs.flooring.uk@forbo.com 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk

Sample orders: 
Tel: 0800 731 2369 
Fax: 0843 319 1831 
samples.uk@forbo.com

UK  
Forbo Flooring UK Limited 
High Holborn Road 
Ripley 
Derbyshire DE5 3NT

London eC1 showroom 
79 St John Street, Clerkenwell 
London EC1M 4NR 
Tel: 0207 553 9300

For commercial enquiries:  
If calling from the North,  
London & South East  
Tel: 0800 0282 162 
Fax: 01772 646 912 
bcs.flooring.uk@forbo.com

If calling from Scotland,  
Midlands & South West 
Tel: 0800 0935 258 
Fax: 01592 643 999 
kcs.flooring.uk@forbo.com


